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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Harry worked in a warehouse in Omaha,
Nebraska. As mere statement of fact, this is not
unusual; but the following incident in connection
with his employment in this certain warehouse is at
least worthy of our attention. It so happened that
there was an opening for another man at the ware-
house, and Harry informed a friend of it. The friend
being out of work, applied for the job. The employ-
ment man turned down his application because, he
was a negro,
"It is the policy of the Company not to
employ Negroes," said the employment officer.
"But Harry works here, and he is a
Negro," said the applicant,
Tiie employment officer noted the informa-
tion, called Harry into the office, saw his light
colored skin, and inquired if it was true that he
was a Negro, Upon receiving an affirmative answer,
he told Harry of the Company .ruling, and that he
would have to discharge him, Harry had been a sat-
isfactory employee of this Company for over three

years. Because his light skin did not betray his
racial identity, no questions had been raised as to
his right of employment. But now he must go. True,
they gave him recommendations of the highest type,
but he could not hold his job because of what?
because of race prejudice. It was not a matter
of ability, it was not a matter of lack of faith-
ful service and satisfaction ; it was merely the
prejudice ruling of a Company, a ruling whose basis
v/as proven fallacious in its first test case*
The above factual story is repeated to
show that there is actually such a thing as race
prejudice operating in the social world today.
Lest some may say that race prejudice is a meaning-
less term merely applied to an assumption in the
above case, and that even as such has no bearing on
Social Progress, It will be necessary to hasten to
a definition of certain terms. In a defining of
v/ords and terms that will be used in this paper, a
common ground will possibly be reached from which,
as ~ ^asis, the problem may be analyzed and discussed.

CHAPTER I
FORin.ILAT I OF OF DEFINITIONS.

CHAPTER 1^
pgRMtJLATIQN OF DEFINITIONS.
Terms of themselves arc often very mis-
leading, so It will be best to define terms and to
limit the field of discussion. Too often, misun-
derstandings arise because of lack of proper de-
fining of terms employed. Because of proper usage
and mlsusage, two terms In the problem will need
defining. Tney are Race Prejudice and Social Preju
dice „
I
.
prejudice.
A. Definition.
• General Prejudice
Prejudice is an attitude, a state of
mind, or better, a sta.te or condition of emotions.
Iii—t^e--c-a^e—already stated, an analysis of the at-
titude of tne employment man shows the elements of
prejudice^ Tne material thus obtained can be used
In formulating a definition of prejudice. The at-
titude is preconceived, it is not based on fact,
reason, or previous experience. Investigation of

the case revealed that there had been no experience
or reason behind the formulating of such a rule as
had been made by the company. The attitude is in-
jurious. In this case, it injured the man by taking
his job. In others it injures by humiliation, sub-
jection, and unfair discrimination; or in still
other cases it may result In causing riots and ra-
cial v/arfare*
V/ebster's Dictionary defines prejudice
as
"preconceived judgment or opin-
ion; leaning toward one side
of a question from other con-
sideration than those belong-
ing to it; prepossession; un-
reasonable predilection for,
adverse to anything without
just grounds or before suf-
ficient knowledge; --
.
2 « ft,a,c ,e Prejudice .
Race prejudice is slightly different from
this, rising, according to Hertzler, as "an at-
titude or set of attitudes wherever diverse
races, 3ven similar but competing races are in con-
tact , He continues to say that
1 , 7/ ©foster' Vs Die t i cnary
.
'ti\ Joyce 0. Hertkiler, soci al Pro&re^s p. 46b

"race prejudice is a non-inher-
ited element that seems invar-
iably to grow out of contacts
of masses of different races -
- a social psychological pres-
sure continuously acting upon
all the members of the races
concerned.
"
Here, the attitude rises because of difference in
races and concerns itself with racial parties.
However, it is made clear that prejudice having sim-
ilar resultant characteristics may be found among
conflicting classes of people even of the same
race. A study of prejudice as a social factor would
be incomplete without recognition of that type of
prejudice.
Restating and summarizing the findings
in the analysis of prejudice, the following defin-
ition is formulated: Race Prejudice is a non-in-
herited prejudgment rising out of the contacts of
masses of diverse, or similar but competing races
or classes in a race. It is an attitude or set of
attitudes rising from a social psychological pres-
sure continuously acting upon all the members of
the races concerned, and in aspect is always injur-
ious in varying degrees to the individual or
group toward which the prejudice is directed.

B* Types of Race Prejudice.
With the general definition of race preju
dice in mind, various aspects or types of prejudice
should next be considered. Trie types may be class-
ified by th© size of the groups and will be more
easily understood when considered from that stand~
point. Starting with the largest group and advan-
cing toward the smaller, the types are as follows;
the Race Type, the National Type, the Group Type,
and the Individual Type. /These types have dis-
tinguishing characteristics worthy of noting here
Racial Type.
The Racial type of, prejudice is found where
large numbers of members of diverse races reside in
comparatively close contact, and yet are separate
in some respects, in this country it is found in
larger cities and industrial centers that members
of a race or nationality clan together in communities
,
such as "Little Italy," "Little Jerusalem," or as
in "Harlem" in New York, The people in these com-

munities are brought into contact In various in-
dustries but maintain separate social relations.
Discriminations are made by Individuals or differ-
ent races, thus causing friction. Parties are
formed with division along race lines. These con-
troversies are carried into the social relations,
and consolation and encouragement are found among
people of the same race. Attitudes are created an-
tagonistic to the other races. These attitudes are '
passed on to all members of the group, children
and grown-ups. Such conditions as these give rise
to the worst type of prejudice.
2. National Type
.
Prejudice of a National type rises be-
tween members of diverse nationalities who are in
contact. It may arise in border disputes, as be-
tween the United States and Mexico, or as in the at-
titude of the Germans and French toward one another
in regard to the territory of Als'ace Lorraine, Again
it appears between negroes who p^e citizens of the
United States and those who are British subjects.

TJrie "foreign negro" has more freedom and rights
than cices the American Negro, thus giving him a
feeling of superiority over the American. A de-
fense mechanism in the form of prejudice is thrown
up by the Am erlean Negro,
5 * Group Type
.
Our country is not a ration built upon a
caste system, but, nevertheless, within the walls
of our great Democracy, we have many groups of
people with diverse standards and ideals. Prom
this state of affairs Group Prejudice arises. In
Charleston, South Carolina a few years ago, a group
of light brown Negroes joined together to form a
social circle. This was their own right and of it-
self was not harmful. For membership, among other
qualifications, one must be light brown in color.
The harmful part began when they refused to be min-
istered to by a dark-skinned minister. Tills gave
riij^ ,o controversy and caused t actions in the church
of which they were a part. Another instance of
this is the prejudice the average negro holds a-

gainst professional men of his own race. Undoubt-
edly these men could do much for their people, but
the prejudice they hold hinders the work to a great
extent
.
4. Individual Type
.
As the size of the group becomes smaller,
the attitude becomes more intense, more tangible,
and thus is more easily discovered and corrected.
These are the main characteristics of the Indivi-
dual Type of prejudice. There are really three
ways in which this Type manifests itself. The
prejudice of an individual toward a group, the
prejudice of a group toward an individual, and
the prejudice of one individual toward another.
Because of the singularity or the unity of the
object of the prejudice or of the one holding the
prejudice, it is possible to determine the factors
causing the prejiidice. This centering of prejudice
In a specific manner is both good and bad, because
it Intensifies the antagonistic attitude in the
one case, yet makes it more eas..ly removed in the
other
.

Social Frogress
.
A, Historical Development of Theories of
Social Progress
.
For the purpose of this paper, a very
brief sketch of the theories of social progress will
suffice, so this will not be a detailed account of
the history of them. During the history of the
world as it is known, there has been little notice
taken of the idea of progress as it is now known.
Early ideas of progress were quite different, the
first being propounded probably by Zoroaster in
Persia. He pointed out that there would be better
social ana ethical conditions if men obeyed certain
natural laws. Among the Jews, the Messianic hope
is perhaps the nearest to a conception of progress.
This was to be a definite change coming with the
advent of a King. Jesus made this idea concrete.
The early Greeks held different opinions regarding
the world and its history. Pj ato considered the
world as created perfectly and as deteriorating.
Heraclltus used the idea of change as his constant
factor in his idea of the universe. Anar'imander

believed in an evolutionary process toward a better
world* For the most part they considered that tiie
world moved in cycles, traveling from a Golden Age
through various other ages, and then back again to
a high point of civilization.
Roger Bacon is one of the first to break
away from the old ideas and bring about changes in
thought, and with his emphasis on the scientific,
he ushered in a new era in trie history of progress,
Other men who followed him are Ibn Khaldun, who
formulated the theory of causation underlying so~
cial change; Machiavellij Copernicus, who removed
the world from the center of the universe; More;
Rabelais; Bodin, who is one of the first to advance
the theory that ill story largely depends on the will
of man; Francis Baton; and Descant es, who placed
the Goiaen Era always in the future and not in tiie
past. Tiiese men are typical of tiie thought life in
the late middle ages and early modern period,
Tiie Eighteenth Century jbhinkers, led large
ly by the French, reacted against tiie progress
based on tiie Ilewtoaian discoveries of physical laws,
which believed, that society functioned most natur-

ally, net when directed by a human social agent,
but when it conformed to the regime of natural lav/
in sway in the social order. The German thinkers
approach the problem from a metaphysical standpoint
and see an unfolding or working out of a universal
plan of nature (Kant) through an endless process of
conflict, triumph, defeat, and virtual adjustment
of human wills (Kegel), The English schools, close
iy in contact with the French, show the rationalis-
tic influence, Tnrough reason and truth man will
be freed from the misery surrounding them/ Hume
is skeptical and finds it difficult to determine
the stage of progress in which the world is moving,
Godwin and Owen are more optimistic and believe in
the eventual progress of man to continually higher
levels, Tne French were the leaders in the ration-
alistic movement of the period and place the respon
sibility for progress on man's will which operates
through institutions. As early as 1734, Mont esquie
advanced the theory"that social acts and products
are closely interrelated and are natural results of
combinations of circumstances,"'1" To Turgot, the
idea of progress is the organic principle of histor
p. 40

The French thought can be summed up in this state-
ment from Hertzler, "Progress Is an act of will,
and its responsibility is upon society,"'1'
In the Ninteenth Century there wace three
important movements. The first was the introduction
of the science of sociology. It was first Intro-
duced by Saint-Simon, but later developed by Comte
as a study of social phenomena, historical facts
and immutable natural laws, and observable facts
which would then become a basis for social control,
the technique of progress. The second was the
formulation of the evolutionary doctrine by Darwin,
that the development of the sum of living beings
from less perfect forms of existence by means of
natural causes. Human society as well as organic
life is the natural product of evolutionary forces,
operating over an immense period of time, his work
stressed the importance of seeking causes, process-
es, and laws in connection with these changes, and
the collection of data to aid in understanding and
Interpreting these evolutionary changes. He made
necessary and possible a scientific background for
the progress idea. The third important movement or

or idea was the Telle idea which was advanced by
Lester F, Ward, Progress has come about due to
the control of mind over the conditions of life
and must be a deliberate, willful act on the part
of man. This deliberate social action by man is
called "telesis." Education is the chief instrument
of social progress.
Though progress has been going on for
centuries, the idea of progress is only about three
centuries old. During the time the idea has exist-
ed, it has had a varied existence, from that of
metaphysical speculation to that of scientific ob-
servation and formulation. With increased know*-
ledge of progress, and the idea of the control of
progress, its history should be much different from
r,
tiie past.
«
B» Definitions of Social Progress
.
Progress is change. Even in the earliest
stages of the development of the; idea progress, it
had the conotation of differentiation between pre-
ceding and succeeding stages of being. But progress

is more than change, it is change in a qualified
direction. A. G* A. Balz is quoted by Hertzier
as saying,
"In a social life as dynamic
as ours, change is taken as
natural, fixity as unnatural,
And every change, because it
is a change, is likely to be
baptized as 'progress.' Pro-
gress means change and
when the belief in Progress
is a settled conviction, it
is only too easy to regard
the proposition as equiva-
lent to this, that any change
is Progress.'"' *
Her t z ler comment s
,
"We have mistaken change and
growth, especially rapidity
of change, for progress.
—
The fact that we are part
of each change, immersed in
it, further accentuates our
myopia. When we do become
aware of it we mistake it
for progress. For there is
a certain time conceit, V/e
almost always think that
what we have is best. Hence,
when we look back and see that
it was different twenty or
two hundred years ago, we
imagine that we have progressed.
Usually we hav1 merely changed,' 1
Similarly evolution is not necessarily progress.
Evolution might be, to use Ward's terms, "blind pro
1, Joyce 0, Hertzier, Social Progress
, pp. 68-9.
2, Ibid, pp. 68-9

16;
gress," "accidental progress
/
n or "progressive
evolution," Change and evolution do not have the
element of direction and improvement that is car-
ried by the term progress, hut are more on the lev-
el of chance and drifting. Progress must have a
definite aim or goal toward which it travels,
"Ftmdamentalj, some hind of
conscious satisfaction or hap-
piness is universally regard-
ded as the proper aim of so-
cial effort. Progress is not
mere change: nor is it usual-
ly thought of as merely a
quant i t a t iv e process, the i n
-
crease of coi.imodities or less-
ening of suffering. It is a
qualitative achievement , in-
volving not simply more, but
higher and better satisfactions,"
That qualitative and quantitative achievement which
' makes for higher and better satisfactions may and
does have at least two aspects, the material and
the cultural or esthetlcal, Tiie cultural aspect
does not readily lend itself to measurement, though
attempts at indices have been made by W, P, V/ilcox,
Alrredo Niceforo, and others. Formulation of stand-
ards of measurement has followed the method of list-
ing anc grading such factors and elements of society
as have a bearing on the happiness and well-being
l e Bernard G, Em r , Social Psychology
,
pp. SS7

of members of society and society itself. Increase
in population, length of life., uniformity in popu-
lation, racial homogeneity, literacy, divorce rate,
moral and crime ratio, ratio of liberty and politi-
cal organization, personal and group wealth and con-
ditions of resources, and a measurement of cultural
progress where possible are some of the factors that
might be estimated in devising a standard of measure-
ment for social progress. • Tiiese standards have
not as yet been clearly defined and are useful mere-
ly as guides for estimates. And a resume of various
techniques of measurement lead conclusively to
little more than the fact that .any idea of social
progress must consider man as an individual and as
a group in his total surrounding, and not In any one
aspect, period, or situation. Also, progress tends
toward improvement of facilities for increasing sat-
isfaction or happiness. That happiness, in the terms
op Aristotle, is the complete living-out of all of
man's possibilities.
As seen in the history of the progress
psyche, the modern concept includes trie control and
direction of avenues of Improvement by man's will

operating through institutions. This element
must also be included, in any definition of social
progress if it is to be considered complete as a
working hypothesis. A statement . including the
three elements as discussed above will suffice as
a definition of social progress. Thus, it is a
quantitative and qualitative achievement direct-
ed by man's v/ill operating through, institutions,
and tending toward the increasing of the facili-
ties for the complete living-out of man's total
possibi lities
.
"And that .is the truest pro-
gress which, while it in-
definitely multiplies and
increases the facilities
for enjoyment, furnishes
at the same time the most
effective means of prevent-
ing discomfort, and as near-
ly all suffering is occas-
ioned by the violation of
natural laws through the
truest progress which suc-
ceeds in overcoming ignor-
ance and error,"
1. Carver, Sociology and Social Pro' res 3 , p. 119

CHAPTER II
PSYCHOLOGY 0? PREJUDI

* CHAPTER II.
PSYCHOLOGY OF PREJUDICE
-
1
- •
Principles of Cause and Development
A* Origin of Attitude .
Charles Lamb once said tnat he did not
like a certain man because he did not know him.
People dislike those they do not know more quickly
than they like them. This is a form of prejudice
in its early stage. E. A. Ross says that
"The ignorant always invoke race
to account for any pecullarity
coramon to a certain stock. Why
is the Chinese conservative? --
Race. wonder why the Chinese
toil so hard., the Jews trade —
it's in the "blood,"
So to one who does not think prejudice is in the
blood, we have always been prejudiced against other
races. But Mr, Ross continues to say that the roots
of many of these puzzling traits can be found in the
social history of the people, as for example, the
Jews' distaste for farming may well be accounted for
in his confinement in the Ghetto for several centu-
ries anu his debarrment from owning farm land. He
continues

"Nevertheless, after making due
allowance for the molding of a
people's pysche by the products
of i t i> social evolution, there
remain veritable differences
in the race mind.' 1
Jean Finot goes a step further in saying that "or-
ganic demarcations and differences are only passing
traits, born with time and susceptible of disap-
pearing under its influence." A concise summary of
the above quotations is found in Mr. Hertzler's
statement, "race prejudice is a non-inherited ele-
ment that seems invariably to grow out of contacts
of masses of different races — .
B, Development
1, Stages of Development
»
This leads to the question, from what,
and at what time does race prejudice appear? Prob-
ably the best place to fine the answer to those
questions is among children, especially where chil-
dren of different races have been in contact,
Morgan Memorial Settlement offers a splendid field
fur such researcii. Observation in that field yields
the following data.
(1) Cnildren up to the age of seven or eight en-
1. E. A, Rossj Outlines of Sociology, p. 5k!
'd, Jean Linot, £^30 Prejudice, p. 514
o. Joyce 0. Hert zl'e'r , 3 o cI a ]""r rpgr es s, p. 466

gage naturally and normally In activities in groups
where races are mixed. There is no consciousness
of difference among them. This aids in proving that
prejudice is not inherited,
{2) Between the ages of seven and twelve, con-
sciousness of racial and color differences can be
noted, but not enough to necessitate separate group-
(3) Separate groups activities are deemed nec-
essary at about 12 to 14 years of age, or in the earl
adolescent period e The girls seem to become con-
scious of racial differences earlier than the boys-
(4) " All-hations" activities are carried on for
adult groups, but the participation is not as free
and normal as among the children's groups.
2\ T empering Factors
Race prejudice rises or grows out of a
social psychological pressure continuously acting
upon all the members of the race concerned. Obser-
vation of race prejudice appearing in children
snows tiiat it appears at the same time self consci-

ousness appears. It Is quite evident that the atti-
tude arises because of differences in race and color'.
In different situations or environments, the child
becomes aware of the differences at different times.
In the south parents of white children teach them
not to associate with negro children. Separate schools
are maintained for the two races. In the north it
is different. As in the Morgan Memorial illustrations,
there Is little or no home influence to build up
consciousness of racial differences. The attitudes
among those children appears when other social in-
fluences make them conscious of the difference.
Race prejudice, then rises from imitation of other
people, generally parents or other members of tue
same racial group, and from self consciousness a-
roused by public opinion.
Race prejudice is intensified by increas-
ing the proximity of contacts and divergence of the
race concerned. That is, race prejudice is heightened
by ui-j-nging the races closer together, and by bring-
ing more widely aivergent races into contact. Or
as Mecklin says,
"Race prejudice is unknown be-
tween members of widely diver-

< gent races who have "been reared .
apart from their racial groups."
Wnere races are reared In close proximity, compet-
ition between the races is enhanced, the object of
prejudice is more real and vivid, and lines of pub-
lic opinion are drawn more closely. Where only one
member or one family of a divergent race Is present
in a community, the lines of opinion are not so in-
tense, trie influence is not so great, and prejudice
is decreased. In ^or^oh^st er
,
jLn a strictly white
community, a group of at least a dozen white children
woula daily visit the yard of the only negro family
in the community to play with the little three year
old son of the family. The visiting children were
of different ages, yet snowed no consciousness of
.the existing racial differences. The difference in
color as it concerned them may be had in one little
youngster's statement when he said, "Gerald's face
Is dirty."
^ 9 Principles Underlying Effects of Race Prejudice
.
A"* Race Prejudice Tend s to Close the kinds
of -Tiio 36 Holding the P^^iy^i?©*
Prejud. --.e is not only an attitude formed
1, John Lecklin, Demo cr acy and Race Frictio n

without previous reasoning processes, but tends to
close the mine, to any reasoning which would change
tiie attitude. The longer the prejudice is allowed
to develop, the harder it is to get the individual
to change his mind. This prevents to a large de-
gree the removing of prejudice from the group mind,
and greatly hinders any reform in this field.
B; Rac e Prejudice Stimulates Grouping of
Members of the Same Race , and Antagon-
ism B ety/csri the Groups
.
People of like kinds group naturally to-
gether. Prejuaice stimulates this grouping until
there exists in many cities sections in which one
will find only members of a given race or naticnalit
In such groups, native tradition^ and customs are
retained, binding the group more firmly together as
a group, and separating it from being a part of the
v/hole social unit of the country. !>Iot only do these
groups maintain themselves as separate units, but
in time of trouble they present a unified front op-
posing competing groups, and create a powerful in-
fluence within the group. This will be dealt v/ith

in greater detail in a later section.
C. Race Prejudice is Socially and Economically
Wasteful and Injurious
,
Because of the separation of the two races
in our Southern States, railroad companies, school
boards, and other institutions are forced to great-
ly increase their expenses. This is economically
wasteful, and is probably one of the causes for the
economic condition of the South today. The opening
illustration showed how prejudice could be economi-
cally injurious to individuals,
Tiiese principles of the effects of race
prejudiced have not been dealt with extensively here
because they will form a large part of the following
sections of the paper. They have been suggested here
as principles only, and not as tangible effects as
will be recorded later.

CHAPTER TTI
PREJUDICE AMONG FOREIGN LANGUAGE GROUPS

CHAPTER III.
PREJUDICE AMONG FOREIGN LANGUAGE GROUPS
"Since 18£0 , over thirty-throe
million immigrants have come
into the United States. There
are now about seventeen mil-
lion of foreign birth. With
the children of the foreign
born parents, this number is
swelled to about thirty-five
millions, or about one-third
of our total population.' 1
'
1
In 16^0 by far the greater percentage of the immi
grants were from English speaking countries. In
ly20, Italy alone sent nearly one-fourth of the
430,001 immigrants into this country, or 95,145
Italians. Tnere has been a decided shift In the
sources of Immigration Into the United States, un
til now the vast majority of immigrants came from
countries having foreign languages and customs'.
"The more recent arrivals
have brought 'racial stocks,
ideas, and attitudes to-
ward life' essentially
alien in character."
It is only natural that consciousness of differen
prejudice, should arise between people of such
different groups.

I . C ause s.
A. Language.
Tiiese various stocks in the United States
have had vastly different cultural backgrounds
and heritages. In this country they are more free
to develop such a culture as they desire. In-
stead of making for unity, this breaking down of
barriers has caused more cultural did f erentiations
and distinctions to arise.
"One aspect of cultural dif-
ferentiation", says North,
"is Its relation to social
adjustment. Without some
degree of llke-mlndedness
,
no social group can contin-
ue,"
Such cultural differentiations, then, is one cause
of social disintegration,
"A difference In language is
'perhaps the most dangerous
of all forms of cultural
differences from this stand-
point. By preventing com-
munication, it makes im-
possible a dev^i i rmment of
comradeship ,
"
continues North. Not-only does It prevent a devel-
opment of comradeship, but it ?.lso prevents an un-

der standing between the groups and individuals in
the groups.
Tiie converse of the theory is also true,
that similar languages attract people together,
aid in developing understanding and comradeship.
While language as a means of communication tends
to segregate foreign groups, it tends to bring
national groups together. That is, Italians will
settle in a community with other Italians in pref-
erence to settling In a community where only the
English language is spoken. This has three as-
pects for us. First, language is of itself a
cause of prejudice. Second, It has aided in devel
oping communities of people of similar language
in this country. Third, this in turn has given
rise to consciousness of nationality which fur-
thered the rise of prejudice.
B. Nationa l Customs
«
Language is not the only factor giving
rise to these foreign communities. "When man
changes his environment, new and perhaps untried

responses are called for." Also "man migrates to
better his conditions," 'mere is little to en-
courage the individual to change except an oppor-
tunity for progress. The immigrant looks to the
new country with hope for wealth, health, and
happiness, and generally the latter is in terms
of the
1 first and second. On the other hand, the
Immigrants desire to change as little as possible,
he hesitates at demanding too many new responses,
&e wants to retain old customs and. traditions,
improvement, in the mind of the immigrant is more
apt to take the form of opportunity to make money
and freedom from oppression rather than a better
cultural conditioru The United States offers op-
portunity to make money; it also offers opportunity
to settle with their own countrymen in communities
where their native language is spoken and their
native customs observed. The communities develop
an environment • which demands slight readjustment c
Each group in so far as possible retain
their own customs. Among the older women in the
foreign speaking groups the native dress is often
retained. In foreign couimiunities one sees the
] ... Bos sard, . x aj
y/ell-aaing, " p',>1.5
6, Annie Vim Mac Loan, Ltxlern immigration '
, p. 6

southern European woman with her shawl and long
tiresses, possibly carrying a .basket or. her head
as she somes from the market. Follow her to the
hone. It is not large and spacious as the typical
American home., in the old country they did not
have a large house, so why have one here. A few
rooms in a tenement will provide residence for a
large family. Besides it is economical, and
economy was necessary in the native land. Prom
her basket she takes .food to be cooked for the
meal. Perhaps there. will be meat, perhaps not.
There will be plenty of vegetables, and many
kinds of bread. Even the food and the cooking
of trie food has a foreign savor to it. And so
one might go on at length enumerating various
customs carried ever from the native land that
makes the immigrant nationally conscious.
C . Pati na 1 Conscl ou sness.
Generally the foreign speaking immigrant
is making a great change of which he cannot help
but be conscious. Sou-; of the distinctions which

make him more conscious of his different nationality
have boon enumerated. The people of the country
into which immigrants are coming soon become con-
scious of the immigrants. One foreign speaking
family in a community is a curiosity, harms no
one, and costs little in natural resources for
maintenance. But when several come into a commun-
ity, the natives ask why and what contribution will
be made to the community. Generally the immigrant
comes to work and the labor supply is effected.
Also, the majority of immigrants are of the class
who have not succeeded at home, otherwise why
change to a now country. The natives become quite
conscious of the immigrants and the differences
between native and. foreign speaking immigrants.
Both groups become conscious of nationality, that
is nationality-conscious
,
D* Conservatism Against Hew Country.
This consciousness gives rise to a cen-
servat; sin against the new country and against the
new comers'. This is prejudice-- the nat lvss do

not want to b 0001:10 citizens* It is difficult to
say on which side the prejudice first arises, but
it is quite evident that it arises from national
consciousness and takes an aspect of conservatism
or a hesitation to accept the new. The foreigner
hesitates at making a great change from one settled
cultural background into what is not only a new
culture, but one that is it?. elf in a state of chang
No, they would rather stay Italian, Bohemian,
Hungarian, and in many cases only stay here until
they can make a small fortune and go back to their
native land to live.
Briefly summarizing then, difference in
language in one of the greatest causes of prejudice
because it hinders comrrninication. Together with
difference in national customs. It aids in mak-
ing people national! ty-conscious'. This conscious-
ness and a desire to retain nationality stimu-
late an attitude of conservatism toward the new
country. These things develop a prejudice among
national groups that has had and will continue to
have ? negative effect on social progress.

II , Kosuit s
.
-w Deep-lying Personal Barriers
What are some of the results of preju-
dice among foreign language groups?
In Clio, a small village in South
Carolina, before the world V7ar, two Greek families
operated a fruit store e They were perhaps the
only foreign speaking people in Clio, and as they
bothered no one and operated a good store, they
prospered, The World' war came on, national senti-
ment was aroused and, in the renseness of the war
psychosis, attention "was directed to the fact
that these Greek families subscribed to papers
printed in a foreign language. Prejudice was
centered about the idea- until a boycott was de-
veloped that in time ruined their business and
drove the Greeks out of town. In Harlem in" Now
York there are three language groups among the
negroes, the- Portugese Negroes, the French V.egroes,
and the American Negroes, Members of* these
groups engaged in business are bitter rivals, and
groups prejudice restricts fields of activities to

own group.
Barriers, personal and deep-lying, are
raised by prejudice based on language differentia-
tion. In the business field these personal bar-
riers cause unfair discriminations, A French Negro
will deal with another French Negro in preference
to men of another national group and will make
concessions that he would not make to members of
another group. it becomes more than a mere pref-
erence for members of one's own group, it becomes
a prejudice against members of the other groups,
as is evident in the South Carolina incident. In
industry it extends to prejudice against immi-
grants or newcomers. Native laboring men are an-
tagonistic to newcomers, especially when they
tend to cause cheaper labor and an over supply of
labor. In the social field or the field of social
contacts personal attitudes are developed that
cause such names' as "Dago," "Wop, "Hunlcy, " "Nig-
ger, 11 "Mick", and "Greaser" to be popular
,

B* Pin trunt at Attempts at Assimi 1 at ion,
As previously explained, these foreign
language groups are conservative , or rather preju-
dice causes them to toe conservative toward the
new, Tney do not want to accept new standards
and they distrust attempts to assimilate them into
the new environment. The social worker, govern-
ment ai, religious, or of a social organization.,
meets this distrust wherever social work is at-
tempted. An attempt to improve housing condi-
tions would toe seen as an attempt to make them
pay more rent and thus prevent them from saving
money, American living conditions cost more than
their native standards. Schools for adults and
especially citizenship classes would toe tainted
with, poiiticai oppression. In all these cases,
the difficulty in c oirimunication is a great factor.
Also the changing conditions in the United States
are hard for. the foreigner to comprehend, To-
day one thing is right, tomorrow another thing
is good; styles, customs, standards come and go
in a confusion to one not accustomed to it.

Also there has boon so much exploitation of foreign
speaking people by unscrupulous Americans that they
become wary of schemes offered by them. The
foreigners do not discriminate, partially because
of failure to understand, between good ideas and
bad ones, with the consequence that a defense at-
titude of distrust is aroused, hence, a general
distrust of all attempts at assimilation,
C, Attempts to hold Children to Old Standards.
A Jew once said, "My father prayed
every day, I pray once a week, my son does not
pray at all," This is not quoted to show a de-
cline of religion, but to illustrate the change
in customs from one generation to the other and
the attitude the older generation takes toward
that change • Tnis Jew realized and regretted
tiie change, in a previous paragraph a foreign
home was briefly described. This was a home in
which foreign parents dominated. If there were
American born children in that home, and if those
children were of a sufficient age to begin to

have their own ideas, things would not be go hap~
py at home. The children coming into contact
through schools and other public institutions
would desire to be more like American children.
They would want larger houses, more furniture,,
modern clothing, etc. The parents would, at firs
at least, object. They would begrudge having
their children forsake the old customs and lang-
uages. Gradually the resistance of the parents
is worn down and overcome, but only as prejudice
is lessened. National prejudice and the attempt
to hold children to old standards are in direct
ratio. Tnere is much to be said regarding the:
public school and the propagandizing of foreign
parents through school children. It is an Im-
portant factor in the process of overcoming preju
dice and assimilating the foreign groups
,
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CHAPTER IV.
PREJUDICE Ai.^IO INTER-RACIAL GROUPS
IK TI3 5 3A - ! )C iJ ] : .
"Race prejudices have probably
existed as long as separate
races have existed. Each race
has been Inclined to consider
Itself the chosen people. —
Such hostility is not con-
fined by any means to antag-
onisms of color; it exists
between different groups of
the same color. Witness the
attitude often assumed to-
ward Jews
s
or the literary
and scientific battle waged
over the comparative merits
of the Nordic and other
European stocks."
I , Ccius os L
A. Si ological Background.
Race prejudices have existed as long
probably as races have existed, or to put it In
d< ftVrent terms, men have been prejudiced, one
towards others as long as he has been conscious
of a rU Terence between himsell and others. The
word "race" has been tossed aoout on the mental

soar, of conotation- until it lias boon soaiied with
many 'meanings and ideas and it no longer has a
distinct meaning of a certain class of people who
are biologically p sychologically, and culturally
different frou another group, indeed, about ail
that is left constant in its meaning is the idea
of a distinction. This is substantiated by the
use made of the word, in scientific circles. North
savs, "Consciousness of racial difference has
generally at least supposed itself to rest upon
mental and moral grounds
.
if 1 Such men as Hiplev
,
Boas, Keane, and Ammon compile classifications
along so.aatic lines, bearing largely upon the
cephollc idea aad considering also the facial
angle, stature, texture of hair, skin pigmenta-
tion, and peculiarities 9 of nose and lips.
Dixon 'also has worked with anthropological data
and compiled a chart showing the characters of
the eight Primary Types of hen, his chart, as
recorded by Ellis is shown below.
1« CO, : crth, Social Differentiation,
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So it is found that in scientific elrr
cles the bases of race classifications are not
definite, but different with schools-.
However, it must be remember ed that this
paper is to deal with prejudice as found among all
peoples. Therefore it must consider the popular
concept of races and not the scientific alone.
Whereas, scientists classify the races by an-
thropology, ethfiology, paleontology in the bio-
logical realms, and according to standards of
culture and civilization in the moral and mental
realm; the popular concepts are based on apparent
physical differences in the biological realm, and
on diversity of wealth and living standards in
the moral ana social realm,
"When races meet, the differ-
ence in physical appearance
and the difference in cul-
ture induce a strong consci-
ousness of unlikeness.
This consciousness carries
with it a natural antipathy
and repugnance, which mem-
bers of all groups inevita-
bly feel toward those -of an-
other whose appearance and
culture are different. The
antipathy generally /ill be
' proportionate to the degree
of ti? frerenee
,
51
1«
>

Tiies e differences are in color, odor, facial form,
and texture of hair.
"The popular classification
of races t oday i s ba s ed o
n
skin color, which gives
five main groups; black,
brown., red, yellow, and
white." 1
According to Westermark, the Sanskr.it word for caste
is "varna", which means color. Tiiis shows the
distinction between the high arid low castes of
India. The Aryans who conquered the darker natives
of India held contempt for them and subjugated
thorn,
B. Historical Background.
The race idea evidently has its origin
far 'back in history, India, one of the oldest ci-
vilizations is built upon a caste system which,
then analyzed, Is in part, at least, an accepted
order based on racial prejudice. Two races liv-
ing in contact, one the victor, one the vanquished,
breed prejudice, contempt, and hatred, one to-
ward the other with the result that a caste system
.'
!
,
'
3
' Lvj •
erencej p. 2t7

Is developed, Such events in history are more gen-
eral than novel. Ward tells vis
" I t is now known that they
(castes) exist in all coun-
tries that have undergone
the race struggle, and
that they are in essential
respects the same in all.
The slaves of Greece and
Rome, the plebians of later
Rome j and the serfs and
villains of feudal times,
and the laboring classes,
and menial classes of ail
ages have belonged to a
different race from that
of the citizens, patri-
ci aris
,
noble s , lords ,
and upper classes gener-
ally, — The idea pre-
vailed universally that
they were naturally infer-
ior, that the existences
of social classes was a
~ natural condition and
must always coiatinue. But
it is now beginning to be
seen that the existence of
lower classes was the re-
sult of early subjugation
in the struggle of races
which too3c place in the
savage states of man, 51
The conquest, one. group of another,
need not be by warfare or other means of armed
coercion. It is even more effective by other
means, political, economic, or social. The race
situation in America is not due to conquest by
1, C. 0, North, Social hi ffor ent 1 at i on
, p. 145

war
,
except- as the man hunting expedition in
Africa might be termed as war. Rather there
has been a political and economic subjugation of
other races than the !l chosen" whites until a
caste prejudice system exists. Slaves were
brought into the United States, released to a
poverty freedom, and hold in social contempt
that has been even more effective than actual
war. Yet unlike some of the foreign whites in
the country, these people of another race have no
native land to which to return. They are here to
stay, and the problem must be solved on this
ground.
0, 'Causal De' .at ions
How the very difference of
culture and physical appear-
ance is a i'actor leading to
this situation and to its
continuation, A conscious-
ness of difference arising
from the diversity in appear-
ance and culture make it
more natural for ^ group
to aggress upon another
than when these do not ox-
1st. The ethical co-'iscious~

11
ries s tends to limit its
scope of application to
those only who are consid-
ered one 1 s kind. To op-
press or mistreat in any
way those who are not one 1 s
kind is much easier than
to oppress members of one's
own groiip. Difference
of racial function and of
runk is easily explained
in the light of the above
,
The conquerors assign to
the conquered the menial
and laborious functions
and themselves engage in
1 kit e 1 1 e c tu a1 , sp or t ing
,
and mi ii t ary pur suit s.
As a result of this disarrangement of
ethical principles because of biological differ-
entia, certain attitudes or functional adjust-
ments arise which in themselves cause prejudice
between the associated groups . The cultural dif-
ferences which arise are similar to those of lan-
guage and customs which wore discussed in the
preceding chapter; henoe_, no time is needed here
for a discussion of them. Other causal deriva-
tives of race differences are those of economic,
political, social, and religious .'aspects.
As has been pointed out, the vanquished
or defeated people nave had to ao the menial labor

which, of course, has brought them leers rinan-
cial revmmeratlon. In olden times* the victors
took the captives for slaves and created dis-
tinct classes. Today, the bond of slavery and
the line of class distinction is financial. Also,
we find in the immigration problem, that economics
play a part in determining the attitude toward
the new comer. Organized labor is opposed to an
-influx of cheap labor. This is the question
largely at the foundation of the race problem in
California as regarding the Chinese and the whites.
Economic pressure is brought upon the white farmer
by cheaper labor, giving rise to a defense mech-
anism of assumed racial superiority or prejudice
against the Cninese.
"Tne most potent cause of 11.).-
will between America and
Japan is found in a vague
and ominous rivalry in the
Par East. Each people is
aware of large possibilities
of expanding influence and
trade, and sees a rival in
the path that leads to their
realization. Of Omnia, on
the other hand, America is
not afraid. 1 *
Her e there is a combination of tne
and the Race

economic and the politico.!. Because of the riv-
alry, America is prejudiced against Japan and not
against China. Political causes are often more
local. The race in political power often favor
its own people rather than being just. As an il-
lustration, statistics show that a negro murderer
in South Carolina has less than one-half the chance
of being freed than a white man has e Such pol-
itical discrimination in our courts, and compar-
ative discrimination at the polls is bound to in-
crease the breach between races.
Our social structure is built along
class lines which arc hard to break. These lines
are drawn up on financial status, cultural ad-
vantages, ancestry, and coloi'. There classes,
with their differences, their snobbishness, and
their discriminations make people of lower classes
especially conscious of unlikeness. In a dem-
ocracy, rather than accepting such class stan-
dards, the people revolt at them, and hatred of
the higher classes is born which corresponds with
the senne of superiority of the higher class.
The religious classes are built, much along the

same linos often taking the co-notation of race
prejudice. Tile Jew is looked upon as a race, while
he is really. a religion, beneath ail thi s pre-
judice rests the fact that it must be learned,
"fhe rema^i: of a Southern
white man, quoted to me by
a friend in the United States,
is significant in this con-
nection (lack of color prej-
udice in children), 11 1 ain't
got anything against niggers;
1 v/as fourteen years old be-
fore I kno\ye4 1 j-vas better
than a nigger, 11
Resu3.ts tj
A, Internecine Strife,
Often times racial prejudice centers
about one incident and becomes so intensified
tnat disastrous results occur. Race riots in the
early part of the last decade in centers such as
Chicago, St, Louis, Omaha, and other cities, were
the result of concentrated race prejudice. These
riots cost in Uvea of human beings and in proper-
ty. For a time in the near past, it v/as thought
that war between Japan and the United States
might be declared. It is also quite probable

that much of the radical communistic demonstra-
tion of the present unemployment period finds its
possibility in the prejudice held by the unemploy-
ment class against the capitalists. This is prej-
udice., racial and. group, in its worst phases,
giving rise to interfisolne strife, wasting property,
and costly in living sacrifice
B. Unified V/ork Diffi cult.
The causes of this prejudice are in them-
selves
,
stimulants to the continuance and increase
of prejudices Difference in one field effects
associations, in another field, which in turn will
increase the original serjaration. Also as was
shown in the chapter on the psychological princi-
ples underlying prejudice, close contacts of groups
stimulates consciousness of differences and in-
crease's prejudice. As a consequence, unified
work ~>f any sort i s very difficult and practically
impos si Die. Difference in language makes group
association impractical. Attempts at social as-
sociation is wwj se as it will make a poorer group

more conscious of economic inequality.- The sense
of pride hinders the work of charity organizations,
. rtj to soc: al w r! Is ^ . - - 1 c "
tunate groups because they do not want charity.
C. Assimilation Impractical,
At Morgan Memorial in Boston, there are
three families, members of the colored congrega-
tion, that are products of inter-racial marriage.
That is, the husband and v/ife are from divergent
racial groups, ne 1 ^ lo • a " « ' - 5
..... oonsi . ?ed off] c all; si er ol
'
ored con; al Lon, it actually they are me
of ,,. TIj n i a- i . a ; otl s i s
in
-
•
category, osi .ci: t y boi
;
-
'
;
-
dren, too, bear the effect of prejudice against
them. Such inter-marriage is unwise. It would
1 Lke too long for sucL b soIt 1 io] t ork out
tl :
problem of race, and under the present status of
S oci( ; stai a -ds, t } ' H; In t] ' 1 3
;
'
;
it - oi lb' in tn s suffering of the . d: c E
1
l, t; rs
to an almost hopeless cause. Assimilation, then,
is ootii impractical and unwise.

CHAPTER V
REJUDIfrB IN RELATION TO WORK M'TOG KEGROIS

CHAPTER V
PREJUDICE IM KELATIOH TO V_QUK AMONG NEGROES
»
I . Causes
.
A. Oppression of Many Kinds
.
The ten million American Negroes have
suffered more from the iron heel of oppression
than any other racial group in America. This op-
pression yet manifests itself in many different
forms. The different sections of the United States
have their own peculiar techniques in dealing with
this so-called "Negro Problem." In the strictly
Southern States, the Negro feels this oppression
through the policy of Segregation In Schools,
Churches and all public places e It is not this
bi -racial existence alone that causes this oppres-
sive condition, but it is the by-products of this •
system
.
In the States of Mississippi and South
Carolina the Negro population is equal to that of
the white race. Prior to the migration of the Negro
to the i'lorthorn section of this country, their

number far exceeded the white group in the two above
mentioned states. The Negro "iear Book 1985-26 gives
the percentage 'of population South Carolina, Ne-
gro population 51.4 of total; Mississippi 52. 2 of
total. In the states of Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee,
North Carolina and Virginia, we find the largest
groups of the Negro, large even in proportion to
the white group. It i.s significant that this oppres
sion is felt greatest where the Negro population is
largest, '/est Virginia and Tennessee with small
populations in comparison with Georgia and Mississ-
ippi show less of these oppressive methods. The
annual bulletin on lynching which is issued by the
Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institution of
Tuskegeo, Alabama, shows that for the year of 192U,
the states of -Vest Virginia, Tennessee and North
Carolina are among those states whose records are
considered good.
Since the year ly!7 there lias been a con-
stant migration of Negroes to Northern cities.
Charles S. Johnson, the Negro economist writing on
"The .Now Frontage on American Life 15 in Dr , Alain

Locke's "The New Negro" says that five hundred
thousand migrated to the industrial centers of
the North during the first three-year period of
the World's War« This shifting of these migrant
masses from countryside to city has caused a sud-
den r eori ent at i on of a1 1 i tude .
It has not however, lessened In any
material way certain oppressive measures, such as
the granting of full manhood suffrage* This is
claimed by the Negro to be the crux of the whole
problem. Each Southern State has its own peculiar
"modus operandus" in denying the Negro full suf-
frage. Some localities allow him the privi .Lege
of voting in national elections or in trie issueing
of city bonds for civic improvements. Till s v/r 1 1 or
has personal knowledge of several communities
where leading and influential Negro citizens are
granted certain voting privileges that are denied
the masses* In other sections he is deliberately
intimidated and the local officials make it so
difficult that he Is unable to qualify.
Dr. Alain Locke, a Negro Rhodes Scholar
in the "The Nov/ Negro" says that:

The tide of Negro migration
northward and city-ward, is
not to be fully explained as
a blind flood started by the
demands of war industry coupled
with the shutting off of
foreign migration,, or by the
pressure of poor crops coupled
?d th increased social terror-
Ism in certain sections of the
South and Southwest. Neither
labor demand, the boll weevil,
nor the Ku Klux Klan is a
basic factor, however con-
tributory any; or ell of them
may have been. The wash and
rush of human tide on the
beach line of the Northern
city centers is to be ex-
plained primarily in terms
of a new vision of opportun-
ity of social and economic
freedom, of a spirit to
seize, even in the face of
an extortionate and heavy-
toll, a change for the Im-
provement of conditions.'' 1
B. Resultant Inferiority Complex.
More than three hundred years of oppres
sive conditions by the American White man, the
period of slavery included, have created a
psychological condition in the masses of the Ne-
gro that we may term as an "Inferiority Complex.
"
It should be said here that this condition is not
1. Dr. Alain Locke, ".-;ew Negro." p. 95

due wholly to the above-mentioned dlsorimatory and
oppressive practices but largely to subtle methods
of prejudiced agencies. Many Negroes claim that
this psychic oppression is historic and Holy Writ
is often quoted in support of their claims * The
Holy Y/rit and all contemporary and subsequent
writings have pictured the word "White" as being
synonomous with purity whether it referred to the
body, soul or mind. The word black likewise has
been painted in song and story as being synonomous
with "evil," "The black demons of Hades" and "the
white angels of Heaven" expressions as they have
appeared in Sacred and secular writings, from
Nursery Rh^nes to Philosophical disquisitions,
have done more to create this inferiority complex
on the part of the White man than any obvious op-
pressive measure.
This psychological condition in the Kegro
is manifest in many ways, • He is trying to over-
como this condition by purchasing dark-skinned
dolls for his children; negro concerns are print-
ing calendars with dark-skinned angels; many Negro
preachers claim what Jesus was colored and that

Moses was a dark nan. Many intelligent American
Negroes in speaking of the white race from the
pulpit and platform show a reluctance to use the
word "white. n Preferably they use "the opposite
race 11 , "Nordics" ana etc. The sane holds true
when the phrase "the black race" is in question,
When vulgar epithets are hurled at the Negro
whether by a child or any adult they are usually
qualified by the v/ord black. The wealthiest Ne-
gro woman in America, the late Madam G. J. Walker
of St, Louis, Missouri accumulated her wealth
through the distribution of her discoveries for
the lightening of real dark skins and the tempor-
ary straightening of curly hair. Among the most
thriving businesses in any large Negro community
are Beauty Parlors and Hair -dressing Concerns
,
Hundreds of treatises have been written
attempting to prove the inferiority of the kegro,
biologically and intellectually. Southern text-
books have deliberately ignored the part that the
Kcgro Race has played in the history of the World
and particularly of America,
Eugene Gordon, associate feature writer

of the Boston post, a dally paper printed in
Boston, Massachusetts claims that the most highly
educated Negro possesses this inferiority complex
in hi s sub - c oris c Iousne s s
«
In order to uproot the tradition that
he is historically and inherently Inferior, the
Negro has begun to dig up his past. He realizes
that he must remake his past in order to make his
future* Though it is orthodox to think of America
as the one country where it is unnecessary to have
a past, what is a luxury for the nation- becomes
a prime necessity for the IJegro* For him, a
group tradition must supply compensation for
persecution, and pride of race the antidote for
prejudice c History must restore what Slavery took
away,
(
-' e insult ant Insolent attitude.
These attitudes on the part of the Negro
and the white man have been instrumental in the
birth of a "New Negro" who is gradually acquiring-
the arrogance of a superior feeling group. It is
possibly a defense mechanism on the part of the

Negro group*. Tlx© Uncle Tom type that has been
eulogized in song and story can be classed as tile
"Vanishing ^nerican," This New Negro is hydra-
headed; sometimes rough and crude, sometimes suave
and polished; sometimes ignorant and illiterate,
sometimes a Rhodes scholar v/lth a Phi Beta Kappa
Key. He has certainly not yet "arrived" but he is
traveling fast.
This apparent insolent attitude is par-
ticularly manifest in large Northern centers that
hyve received these migrant masses. This is
easily accounted for when we realize that thousands
of these people have been living for years under
the iron heel of oppression and race prejudice.
The many unjust and prejudicial measures
that have been axid are yet being practiced against
this racial group in America have been instrumental
in arousing deep-seated antipathies and prejudices
that have manifest themselves in race riots, burn-
ings and a general destructicn- of property. They
have been the "open sesemes ; ' to all sorto of racll-
c al and c ommuni s tic agenc i e s
.

II . Dl s tine I i ons Betwe en the ITorthem and Southern
Negro
._
"The difference between the
oackground of Northern and
Southern Uegroes is even
wider than it seems. In the
two there are utterly dif-
ferent packets of stored up
memories .marking out chan-
nels of conduct.
The Southern Hegro
directs his ambitions at
those amenities of which
the Northern Kegro boasts
and, until the first wonder-
ment and envj subside, ig-
nores his reservations.
Tills is the hectic period
of transition, so noticeable
after huge accessions In-
evitable in the wake of the
new comers north, whether the-
numbers are large or small.
There comes the testing of
desires, the thirst for for-
bidden fruit -- and disillu-
sionment, partial, or com-
plete almost as inevitably." 1
This dual system of treatment that has
been practiced, by America towards the Southern
Uegro on the one hand and the northern liegro on the
oth/vr» has aided in fanning the fires of prejudice
and hatred not only among Negroes but between the
Northern and Southern white man. Bitter rivalries
I t Johnson, es S., The ITew Kegro,

60,
and sectional prejudices are kept alive even in
the hails of Congress because of groups stubbornly
refusing to r e1 inqu1 sh t
i
ieir pre j uciIces. Ab 1
e
and courageous statesmen are defeated; demagogues
and charlatans are placed in the seats of the mighty,
economic issues are forgotten and Christian vir-
tues are trampled in the dust to satisfy this terri-
ble octopus of prejudice
"The Negro is law-abiding and
only occasionally shows a
retaliatory spirit. Will not
the American white people
come half way — put aside
their prejudices and play
fair with this people that
has done so much to help win
the War?" 1
III. Evidences of Prejudice in thi s Field, '
A. Race Riots.
With this advent of the "Kew Negro" , race
friction has been growing apace both South and
North; in the South economic pressure., misgovern-
ment
,
inequalities and gross injustices in the dis~
tributions of funds for the eduction of the He-
gro child and a determination to maintain this bl-
ood.: Series
.
-
p. ICo

racial system at all costs has necessitated
the en-
acting cf harsh and restrictive legislation
which
has brought into being a terrible menace
to the
peace, happiness and prosperity, not only
of the
American people but to the nations of the
world.
In the North, the individual Negro some-
times receives less of a square deal than
in the
South. Labor unions are hostile. Their
place of
residence is restricted because it is claimed
that
they depress our land values. The North
points
to th i lu ' c
1
tJ t - eme ' c
them the means of livelihood to rise above
it.
It is mainly these conditions and de-
velopments that have caused the race riots
in our
large cities North and South.
"A riot occurred at Rosewood,
Florida, January 5-6, 19 Bo.
The trouble originated
through efforts of a posse
to catch a Negro charge\with
rape. Eight persons, in-
cluding two whites were re-
ported to have been killed
in the trouble which started
when a posse of white men
in search of this Negro was
reported to have been fired
on by Negroes. Two members
v/ere reported to have been

killed instantly and three
were wounded,"
Trie above is a typical example of a Southern race
riot. There has been a decided decrease in riots
during the past five years as the Negro Year Book
for 1U28 villi show but inevitably whenever a riot
occurs, it means the loss of life, destruction of
property and a decided increase in race prejudice.
In the race riot in Atlanta, Georgia,
September ly06 which was the outgrowth of an al-
tercation between a Street Hallway official and
a Negro passenger, several persons of both races
were killed and wounded.
The Riots of Chicago, July 27-30, 19:21,
ana. Washington, July ly-Bl, 1U21 are still fresh
in our minds. The writer of this thesis saw the
evidences of the Wasnington outburst two days
after the fighting had ceased. Thousands of dollars
worth of property destroyed and irreparable dam-
age done to the souls of these black folks,
"One of the most striking
features of both the Wash-
ington arid Chicago race ri-
ots was that journalist call
the score. It was n>: t simply

Negroes in these riots that
were hounded and "beaten and.
shot* white men too suffered
severely, ~~ Distrusting
white men, distrusting a
white police which permitted
attacks on them, distrusting
an® administration which de-
layed throe days while
bloody riots wore in pro-
gress, Negroes in Uashington
armed. On the night of Mon-
day, July 01st, the life of
any unaccompanied white man
in the Negro residential
districts along U Street,
in Washington was in danger e
I.lainly, Negroes armed
because they were afraid
the police would permit white
mobs to burn their homes and
a s suit the ir fami 11 e s, M
1
/
1
B« Housing Regulations and Pub 11 c Peelings
,
During the days of slavery and the period
immediately following white men concerned themselves
very little about the places in which the Negroes
might live. The old saying that the Negro must
"keep in his place'' had not become a national slogan,
For many years the Negro was "kept in his place"
through the psychological measures spoken of in
foregoing passages, but the gradual passing of
I* Johnson, Julia E, , The Negro Problem. The Hand-
dook Sen e s , . p # ] 59

"Uncle Tom" and "Aunt Jemima" has given place to a
newer type who has apparently forgotten his place
or rather refuses 11 to be penned in an Inglorious
spot." Hence the enacting of residential segregation.
It was fifty years after the Civil V/ar when the
first case was reported in Richmond, Virginia, and
gx'aduaily other Southern states followed suit. It
is a very difficult job to gather data on the
question of residential segregation and then make;
a general statement as to the policy of a particular
state or city, for you will immediately face a hun-
dred paradoxes and inconsistencies.
However p the general policy of the South-
land Is that . the Negro should live in the Colored
Section of the city, However this writer has had
the privilege of living in five Southern States
and in each state this policy has been abrogated
or disregarded in many instances. Negro property
owners rent freely to white tenants, in the back-
ward state of South Caroline, several Negroes are
living side by side with whites. In many Southern
States these legislative enactments have been sus-

stained by the highest courts.
In the large cities of the North, this
segregation is enforced not through legislative acts
but through the means of secret covenants and agree-
ments. However in many instances in the Korth vio-
lent methods have been used in attempts to oust
Hegro property holders from white com;minities
,
A few years ago, a Negro physician by the
name of Dr, Oscar Sweet moved into a -.vhite neighbor-,
hood in the city of Detroit, This was objected to
by the whites of the community. He was warned to
leave. This he refused to do. Ills home was attacked
by a group of whites,- He attempted to defend his
home by .firing upon the attackers. During the
battle one white was killed. Dr. Sweet and his
family were finally exonerated after a long legal
battle in which Clarence Darrow, the noted crim-
inal lawyer of Chicago defended him. However, the
beastly passions of both races were aroused because
of this incident. Apparently it is not mere phys-
ical proximity which is most objected, to. if so
why not object to the Negro servant who lives in
his employer's home. The Kegro may live in an alley

which is adjoining the house of a white person and
no objection is raised. What then is the objection?
Nothing none nor loss than a false and prejudiced
manifestation of racial pride, an attempt to bol-
ster up a fallacious philosophy of Race Superiority
.
C e Indus trial DI scr im1
n
ation.
For decades prior to the World 1 s 7/ar
the Negro was thought of largely and almost ex-
clusively as a domestic servant. In the right
light it is an honorable distinction. He has
shown the real spirit and heart of "The Servant
in the House." This relation began changing
even before the World's V/ar, for Negro laborers
were multiplying in lumber camps, mines, iron
mills and all forms of industry in the Sunny South*
The coming of the V/ar meant a new day
for the Negro labor, Negroes from the Southland
came to the Northern Industrial centers by thou-
sands to fill the vacant places in the factories,
mines, munition plants, docks and the stockyards.
It is significant that in the face of

prejudiced accusations against the Negro in in-
dustry that the Department of Negro Economics of
the United States Government in a careful study
during that period should say that
:
"With here and there an ex-
ception the Negro workers
in the matter of turnover,
absenteeism, wage scale,
quantity of the work on
which they are employed,
compared favorably with
the white workers in the
same plant on the same
work. Here is substantial
answer to the old charge of
shlftlessness and laziness ,
"
There was an increased tension between
the races with the steady influx of Negroes to the
industrial centers of the North, Northern indus-
trial leaders realised that they must find some
source of cheap labor to compensate for the stop-
page of immigration that came about during the War
and they found that Southern Negroes were available
for their purpose.
The white labor unionists felt that the
coming of these Negroes endangered the future of
their vnions, Tims from the industrial movement
and readjustments incident to the War grew a new
1, Prom The Negro; An Asset of the .American Nation,
Rodney W Rounay, ?"~8-,"\Tl.
Home Missions Council of N 'YN

race conflict « White unionists had discriminated
against the Negro as Is their practice at present
throughout America, It is the general rule to ex-
clude Negroes from white unions although many ex-
ceptions can be found.
In the year June 19 iy more than 1500 white
unionists withdrew from the Virginia Federation of
Labor because a Negro of Newport News, Virginia was
seated as a delegate in their annual convention.
The race prejudice of Southern delegates has al-
ways prevented effective measures to organise the
Negro. Invariably the American Federation of Labor
is influenced in its policy by local attitudes".
Thus where the Negro is denied member snip in the
white unions he has felt justified in serving as
strike break er s
.
A Negro worker may not be a street or
subway conductor but he may be a ticket chopper.
He may not be a money changer In ,a subway station
because honesty is required — yet he may be entrust-
ed at a messenger with thousands of dollars daily.
He may net sell goods over a counter but he may de-
liver them after they have been sold. He .may be a

porter, but not a conductor; a policeman but not a
.fireman; a deoknand but not a sailor*
It should be said that the writer knows
of two exceptions to the above s tatement s . I
n
Chicago there are Negro firemen. In Boston, one
Negro fireman and one Negro street car conductor.
It is interesting and significant to know that the
Negro conductor in the city of Boston is fair enough
in complexion to be easily mistaken for white*
In many Northern centers very light com-
plexloned Negroes are passing for white in order
to obtain a decent and respectable livelihood.
Industrial discrimination forces them Into this
position and thus a color problem is created with-
1n the K egr o r a c e
,
A typical example of this Is seen in
Earlem the congested Negro area in New York. There
is a bitterness that exists between groups and
classes because of certain Negroes holding better
positions than others because of their color *
Marcus Garvey, the Y/est Indian leader
who attempted a few years ago in the city of »ev/
York to take advantage of this color complex is an

Example of what America's policy of race prejudice
has dor e to the Negr6. Tni s a elf-styled emperor of
Africa majored on the weaknesses , foibles and super
-
sti tut.Ions of his race* He attempted to capitalize
the word "bi^ck" by organizing the Black Star Line
Steamship Company, the Black Cross Nurses, and etc*
He criticized the officials of ' the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Colored People because
most of them were of light complexion. This in
itself crippled the good work that this agency had
been doing by causing it to lose much support mor-
ally and financially* Hundreds of Kegroos in oar
large industrial center's in the North are joining
the Communist Party because of industrial discrim-
ination that is shown them because of the whims of
pr e judi c ed individuals
;
® 9 ^ egr egat ion.
The separation of the two races in their
religious organizatlc ns is apparently entirely vol-
untary. The word apparently is used because on the
surface it does appear that the l^egro desires a

separate religious organization but it should be
stated that the HegFo was forced to this position
because he began to realize that he was not v/eloomed
en masse into white churches.
The African Methodist Episcopal Church is
a direct outgrowth of race prejudice* To the out-
sider it would appear that this arrangement has
been advantageous to the Negro, It has created thou-
sands of lucrative positions for educated Kegroes,
Realizing that social progress must come through
evolutionary means perhaps then the religious sep-
aration in the days of Recons ti'uction can to some
extent be justified©
Today v/e are living in a new era of "straight
thinking. Tno young liberals of the white race are
questioning, with unprejudiced minds Christianity,
fhe educated sons and daughters of Uncle Tom and Aunt
Jemima are asking for some white prophet to explain
or harmonize, the teachings of the Pounder of Christ-
ianity with the practices of the Christian Church,
Thousands of young Negroes have become
cynical towards the Church, Tiu-.y have punctured many
of the old theories of race relations. Cynicism has
never helped any cause and this is particularly true
in the case of the Negro's struggle in America,

The separation of the two races In the
schools supported by public taxation is required,
by the statutes of all the Southern States, Each
race is assigned school buildings of their own*
All the officers of the schools for the colored
are colored with the exception of the general sup-
erintendent - and ail those of the schools for the
white are white with the exception of the janitor*
The question naturally arises if this policy Is
advantageous, Unquestionably there are sorae ad-
vantages, Out here still another question arise*,
it is this, do the advantages outweigh the disad-
vantages in our consideration of Social Progress?
Shall our perspective be localized, nationalized
or internationalized? Snail it be a program of
expediency or one that is preparing for the coming
of an ideal state in the future 3
It is frequently stated that the South
has spent millions of dollars on the education of
the .'^gro. That is true out the gross es"X injus-
tices are bound to appear when we begin grouping
a people or race In a Democracy,

The Megro is a part of the South, and
therefore when money is spent it is for the educa-
tion of the children of the Couth,
How much tax does the .Southern colored
.man pay to support public school education? That
question is as illogical and prejudicial as the
question; How much does the Southern Irish, or the'
Southern Italian, or the Southern Jew pay?
A single Italian child in a Southern
town, whose father perhaps is not a property owner
will reap the benefits of a Modern School building,
well trained and efficient teaching while on the
other hand a hundred Negro children whose parents
perhaps are property owners must be gr ou--e/rac i ally
.
It has been proven that racial grouping in a
democratic state will inevitably lead to injustice.
The maintenance of a dual system of ed-
ucation has placed an economic millstone around
the necks of the citizens of the South. It is not
the dual system that the Southern Negro ' objects to
so vigorously as the flagrant inequality in the
distribatiori of these educational funds
«
In this writer's Southern home, the

Negro property holders, this writer included, are
taxed for the maintenance of a public library and
yet Negroes are barred from using its facilities.
Till s is generally true in most .Southern States,
On file in the offices of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
at 69 Fifth Avenue, New York will be found records
giving the amounts spent upon each black and
white child per capita'; in the South. The injus-
tice shown is enlightening as well as astounding,,
It was many years after the Civil War
before ordinances were passed requiring the sep-
aration of the races on all lines of public con-
veyance. Granting that this was expedient at that
time becaus.e <?f the dark period of Keconstruction,
on what grounds that are sound, logical, and en-
tirely unprejudiced can this be justified to-day?
If it is claimed that such a system is wise and
desirable, that claim in itself is a partial
acknowledgement that its desirability is due to
superficial reasoning.
The situations created by this system
in the South are sometimes ludicrous. In Birmingham

Alabama, Negroes ride in the front of the street
cars; In Atlanta, Georgia, they ride in the roar.
In South Carolina and many Southern States they
are barred frpig riding -on the interurban bus lines
During the years of 1*20, 1*21, and 1*22
the writer of this thesis rode frequently between
Atlanta, Georgia and .Nashville, Tennessee, on the
Nashville, Chattanooga- and St. Louis Railroad,
and on each trip a half coach with only one toilet
v/as provided for both sexes. During' these same
years many times Kegroos were seen .standing be-
tween Atlanta, Georgia and Augusta on trains run-
ning over the Central of Georgia Lines while many
vacant seats were in the adjoining white car.
One can easily understand the growing
bitterness in the young hegro when he realizes
that these railroad lines are largely used by
intelligent ITegro students and business men.
These conditions are typical of the South.
D. liesuits of These Evic.ences.
1, In Further Building up Prejudices^
The conditions stated In the foregoing

From the definitions of Social Progress,
we find that
T
is dependent upon a regard for the
worth of human personality. Tf the development or
growth of personality is hindered or retarded in
any form, then in the same proportion is Social
Progress deterred.
Perspective should not be lost in the
consideration of Social progress. It is not the
mere accumulation of wealth for personality can
not be considered without realizing that spirit-
ual factors are involved.
History has shown us the truth of this
In many concrete instances. . The World 1 s War was
a splendid example of the danger in a wholly ma-
terialistic conception of social progress.
In a mad scramble for riches and power
,
the Nations of the World, have thought less of .
Spiritual values, /
Ruthless exploitation by Nations- and
individuals in their dealings With weaker indi-
viduals and minority groups of races has been

and is tne breeder for the hates, fears, angers,
and pr e 3udi c e s of the v; or lu
.
In America with its polyglot communities
and cities, there is a growing sentiment that v/ill
in time endangoi' the future peace and prosperity
of tne American people. The dollar sign is the,
"In hoc signo eincemus'" of seventy-five percent of
the American people. Economics is the guiding star.

EFFORTS TO KE5IOYB PRTH.TTTD

CHAPTER VI
I • The An thro t>ological Method.
This is a day of scientific operation,
and, more and more, scientif ic methods are being
applied to the field of Sociology. In such
application, the causes of the problem are first
analyzed* As has been shown , the causes tff racial
prejudices are based in physiological differences.
Therefore, the first method to apply to the pro-
blem will be that which will discover the inherent
differences in races, or the Anthropological
Method* The biologists of today have veyy well
traced the ancestry of various races, have record-
ed physical differences among peoples, end have
thrown considerable light upan the subject*.
Their findings, however, are not final as ye to
"Among anthropologists
there is ^reat divergence of view
as to what physical features should
be made the basis of classification
of mankind* Keane, in his stan-
dard work which has been quoted,
makes the character of the hair the
basis of classification* Another
basis is the measurement of the
skull, and many o trier t'. sts have been
proposed. -— Kr« R.R, Marett* reader

in social anthropology in the
University of Oxford, tells us
that while the discovery of a
race-mark about which there
could be no mistake has always
been a dream of the anthropolo-
gists, 'it is a dream that
shows no signs of coning true.*"
So different are the classifications
of the races by the several schools that men
of different races by one classification are
often in the same race in another classifica tion c
Or, as has been recently stated by Ellis and
others, there are no physically distinct races,
but all races are mixtures of separate original
stocks or differentiations of an original stock
by the effects of different physical environments
or a combination of both* ?~r 6 Oldham says,
,! Anthropology has made it
certain that the basal qualities of
the human mind are the same among
all peoples c There are the same
dominant instincts, the same pri-
mary emotions, the same capacity
of judgment and reason. Hen of
different races, however widely
s.epara ted , are able to understand
one another. " ^
The application of the anthropological method
yield:- this, then, as its contribution to the
solution of the problem of race prejudice:*-
le J * H* Oldham, Ghri s tian i ty and the *RacT~Pr"obl era sis2
2* Ibid. p. 81.

The underlying basis of race prejudice is not
trete* Race Prejudice is built upon race dif-
ferentiations which do not exist in accordance
w i th tie prej ud ices*.
II. THE PSYCH0-AI7ALYTICAL HSTHOD.
If there is no true physical cause of
prejudice, is there a psychic cause? If so,
what is it? The answer is necessarily, "Yes !i t
Prejudice is not instinctive, nor is it found
in children* Jerome Davis repeats the story of
a friend's white chicken who fought a red one
immediately upon meeting it, and from this claims
that color difference instinctively arouses re-
pugnance* If this were true, it would be impos-
sible tc have different breeds of cattle in the
same pasture, to work horses together if t eir
color was not the same, or to mix any colored
animals* Rev c Tindley in one of his lectures on
race humorously tells of the experience he had
trying to keep a black hog out of a hog-wall in
which there were already some white hogs* Fo,
in animals color makes no difference. For floes

it effect children very mueh. The chapter on tVe
psychology of prejudice deals with the development
of prejudice and shows that it is a learned re«
sponse. . The application of psycho-analys? s to tre
race problem will reveal the psychic causes of
prejudice.. Tt will thus have a great contri-
bution to make.
TIT. TjfJ PHILOSOPHIC AT. METHOD
Anthropology and psycho-analysis Will
brin^ the facts and the causes of prejudice to
the surface, but they fall short in the evaluating
of material thus found. Tt is the task of the
philosophical method to evaluate the data that is
derived from such research Too often the prcblea
of race is approached with a provincial mind both
in respect of time and locality. An American
views the problem from the American viewpoint, a
^e^cro is prone to see only his side, a Chinese
his side, and so it ^oes. Or ap:ain the problem
may be considered as a temporary problem needing
immediate solution. Some sociologist will settle
the immediate problem satisfactorily, but only
with the result that the settlement nay reive. rise
to a greater problem in another period. The

social philosopher must recognize the fact that
he is dealing with a world wide problem that has
already existed as long as history, and will con-
tinue to exist for years to come. The sociolo-
gist who believes too strongly in the segregation
of races, overlooks the fact that real progress
in civilization has been due to the amalgamation
of that which was best in several races* America
is far from being a pure stocV or nationality.
The method of philosophy? trie viewing of a problem
in its total aspect and deriving trie meanings of
data, is vitally important in treating this pro-
blem which is so wide in its scope, so close to
humanity, and so enduring in time.
TV. TNTBR-^ACTAL CO^'ffE^^,
Mr. Will W. Alexander conci
c
! ved the
idea of bringing together leaders of various
races to discuss trie various problems of adjust-
ments between races. This was the beginning of
a movement that' has had and will continue to have
a great effect on "Race Prejudice, Scientifically
minded men, white, black, yellow, red, men of va-
ried hues and ideas, meet together about a table

to confer upon definite oroblems. Such injust-
ices as lynchings and mob- violences have "been the
subject of the investigations of such coirfeiences
Governors and other state leaders have approved cf
these conferences by giving then and their com-
mittees personal nudienccs* These conferences aas
very important* .They provide the mechanics where-
by facts may be obtained and information may be
disseminated into the rank and file of the rsces
involwd* Also, they are not partial, taking
only one view; but they are fair, unprejudiced
,
and sincereo
V. THE R5TJCI0T TR I HOTBOT)
Any approach to any problem of human
relations needs to be "shot through" with the
religious ideal of brotherhood* Especially does
this problem which involves undue stressing of
superior and inferior class ranking. Ken must
jr.ee t as iaen, and as brother -men* This is the
Christian ideal, and it is quite evident that
Race Prejudice will be removed only by Christian
efforts* ^he superior races must be philanthropic

in their attitudes toward the less fortunate.
The Negro race, nor any other race, does not want
charity. ,;or will charity settle the question*
Charity is not always philanthropy* Too often
it is a substitute for really facing the problem.
The so-called superior races must accept not the
glory of their position but the responsibility of
it. That is, rather than a prejudiced attitude
which leads to sonsidering others as inferior and
unworthy, they must reach out a helping hand to
others with the purpose of elevating the standards
of all civilization, and thus be an integral part
in the total program 'of social progress.

CKAP^R VII
TPIE WAY OUT

THE WAY OUT
The Age of Generalization has passed*
Mankind is realizing the value of the scientific
mind even in the realm of metaphysics. At last
the scientific white man of the Southhas agreed
to meet the scientific-minded Negro. The South
realizes as well as America that the worMiS
looking to the United States for its moral lead-
er ship*
The Federal Council of Churches In
Christ in America has appointed a Commission on
"The Ch rch and Race Relations" e T-hss commission
has been instrumental in awakening the sentiment
of the Christian Churches against mob violence,
and for an equitable provision for the Fegro in
education, wealth, housing, and all other aspects
of community we1Ifare. The organization of such
commissions throughout the °- thlr-nd is :.n omen cf
a, new day in race relations. They have already
prove; themselves to be mote than mere gestures.
Through the efforts of the Commission fo. Inter-
Racial Cooperation, The Federal Council of Churchre

Women's Missionary Societies, end other organiz-
ations, a nation-wide popular study of the Negro
and of race relations was carried on through ;
study classes and discussion groups from 19P.1 to
1925. During the past five years these study
classes have been continued, although on a less-
er scale.
The Commission on Race Relations of the
Conference on the Christian V/ay of Life is launch-
ed on the theory that race relations are based up-
on mental attitudes and beliefs« It is their
proposal to examine conflie ting attitudes and be-
liefs and the facts upon which they are based as
a means to reform the wrong attitudes and their
accompanying injustices, suspicions, and.
prejudices. The proposal is not to be undertaken
in the usual method of logically worked out sur-
veys made by experts; but to create widespread
discussion among groups and between indiv&uals,
to- the end. that action will result from these dis-
cussions* The Commission is now building. a Study
Cours'; of a unique type.: A c:v lection is being
made of reports from people who have had contact
and experiences .with the problemsc A collection

of these "happenings" will illustrate types of
conflict and co-ot>eration between orientals and
whites, Mexicans and whites, Jews and Gentiles,
and especially between whites and Fegroes as rep-
resentative of the two largest racial groups in
America,
The Federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America, in a noble utterance, had this
to say,
"The recent race con-
flicts of our 'cities challenge
the attention of the Churches of
Jesus Christ to their responsi-
bility respecting an amicable
and fair, adjustment of race
relationship in America.-- The
present situation is a challenge
to the Churches charged with the
promotion of the 'brotherhood of
man which looks upon -all men as
entitled to a footing of equali-
ty .of opportunity. — - Beyond
all else tie present situation
calls for a confession on the
part of Christian men and women
of a failure to live up to the
standards of universal brother-
hood as taught by Jesus Christ.
Trie Student Volunteer Toveraent is con-
tributing much to the solution of the' race prob-
lem« In these Student Volunteer Convents ns, tie
subject of race is made paramount & These keen
and alert young people, representing a half-

dozen or more races and nationalities, gafeher
periodically around the; discussion tables. The
results of these conventions have "been far reach-
ing.
Each year, Race Relations Commissions
provides a Race Relations Sunday at which time a
program topromotc better race relations is car-
ried on, The writer, for the last six years has
had a part in this great movement, and has watchei
with optimism the interchange of oulbni ts btween
white and negro nreachers. There is a. n:;aat deal
of racial misunderstanding on the parts of the
blacks and the whites* ^bo stubborn refssal of
the Southern white. man to even discuss the prob-
lem wj th a ne<;,ro has only added fuel to to fires
of prejudice. For the first time in history of a
Southern white college, a rTe^:ro leader was .invited
two years ago to speak in their Chapel assembly
by the student body of the T Tniverstiy of No^th
Carolina*
Througho t the Southland, Southern white
women are speaki ncr out in v.i gor^. as terms against
lynching and mob-violence- Newspapers and other
agencies are li ?<ew5 se condemning in no uncertain

terms the flagrant injustices against the negro.
The dawning ofl a new day in race relations and
the vanishing of race prejudices is in the final
analysis the individual res pons ibili ty. In
recognizing the significance of race, it should
not obscure the reality and uniqueness of the
individual. The real and worth while life of any
man is that of a person in relation to other
personse
Modern Society has created impersonal
methods of dealing with persons in the mass. The
sacredness of human personality demands that ever/
man should be an object of concern 6 Men have
the habit of speaking of Africa, of China, of the
Black Han, or of the White : :an, when the use of
such abstractions usually cause the speaker to
think not in terms of the indi vidualbut in terms
of an impersonal mass* Whatever significance
race may have, it cannot do away with the claim
of every man to be treated as a mane Men should
be known as human beings and this will necessitate
human relat:i ons " of understanding, sympathy and
comradeship.
Biology and Anthropology have no place

in our consideration of human beings Sis brothers*
First of all, the individual must free himself
from the tyranny of abstractions and classifi-
cations* Secondly, he must realize the concrete-
nees of the problem a.s it relates to his life*
The sending of money and old worn out
clothes to the ITegro schools in the South or the
financing of a missionary to Africa or Charia fall
far short of facing the problem fairly and honestly.
The solving of the problem depends upon the atti-
tude that will be taken by an individual when a
negro family moves into his block and becomes hi
s
next door neighbor© -The desirability of ahe
family should not depend on race or color, but on
character, respectability, intelligence, and
cleanliness*.
Public opinion is a powerful force in
the world today* It is created largely through
the printed word* A concerted action of the
Christian forces in America to create public o-
pinion favorable to better racii relations will
be a mighty power in hastening the Christaan
concept oS Social "Progress. This will ruguire
the mobilization of Christian pulpit, platform,
and Dress*

SIOTARY

SUMMARY
Race Prejudice in one form or another
ham existed since man realized that he was in
any way diferentiated from his neighbor, and that
has probably been as long as there has been
history* The enslaving of a defeated -oeople by
their conquerors and the subsequent unjust treat-
ment of those pro ole is one o^ the oldest forms
or evidences of Race Prejud ice« Other forms of
this prejudice are the caste systems, the feudal
system of medieval afees, the Industrial Guilds,
the differentiations between the nobility, the
burcceiose, aai the menial classes in England, and
the slavery of the black man in early United States
history*.
Tn a country composed, as the United
States is, of so many various and varied groups cf
people whose ancestry is to be found only by
St.. .hing through many fnenerati ons and. races, the
attitudes of Sace Prejudice are naturally to be
found i|j abundance and. thriving. Theoretically,
the Ue^ro has bc-^n freed from his enslavement*

In real.i ty however, the Negro and other races in
the United States are enslaved by social, politi-
cal, economical, and cultural bonds that are even
more un.iust than .in the days of personal owner-
ship. This is the result of present day Race
Prejudice, or pre.iud gments an discriminations
favoring one race and unfavorable to another race.*
Prejudice, -as found in the rnited States, may be
classified as Individual —- one individual toward
another Group prejudice between groups of
people, National — people of one nationality op-
posed to oeople of another, and Racial-- opposition
based one racial differences*
Prejudice is based on differentiation.
These differences may be physical, mental, moral,
economic 8,1, political, or cultural* The more
noticable the difference is, the more intense is
the attitude and feeling between the people. Such
feeling is generally a superiority complex of
ego-axalta tion and contempt for the inferior on
tht, .....it of the higher or more fortunate people,
and an inferiority complex with a defense mechanic
on the -art of the less fortunate people.
Prejudi.je is not a natural instinct or

reaction, but is a learned response* In the
animal v;orld, practieally no trace on reaction
that might compare -to Race Prejudice can be found*
^Tor is there a naturally repugnant attitude found
among children of different colors who are as-
sociated together. Consciousnes- of difference
arises along with self-consciousness, but is not
necessarily a correlative of self-eonspiousness.
More often it is because attention is directed
by outside influences toward the differentiations.
These outside forces may be oarents, public o-
pinion, customs, or other associates.
Race prejudice b double-edged- in its
effects on society. Ethics are trie guide of the
actions of men only so far as the actions are in
relation to men of the same group* As the dif-
ferences appear and increase, man is less concerned
about the ethics of his action, and is more ready
to take advantage of unlike men than of like men.
Thus prejudice increases the difference vhich in
cum creates greater prejudice. The controlling
group consequently is aroused to suppression of
the controlled grouo. Tn .iustices of various kinds

are committed without consideration of this? vie tins •
This arouses hatred in the hearts of the ibower
classes. The opposition thus aroused may in
time of excitement become intensified to the point
of doing physical harm, or causing rioting.
Lynchimrs, mob-violence, economic sup-
pression, social intolerance, and educational
discriminations have been inflicted upon the Negro
as a result of prejudice, and other races have
suffered in comparison.
<3ia^
^ Anthropology and its related sceences,
psycho-analysis, philosophy, a d religion all
have their contributions to make toward the solu-
tion of the problem. These various methods must
be combined and applied with a spirit of brother-
hood, considering not impersonal masses but
human beings as individuals, nan to man, moving
toward the ideal of equal opportunity for the
development of personality*
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